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not exceeded. Equating these values of energy expended and work done and solving for /I gives .4 =2F(k + X) -:-fL Resilience is the physical quality determining shock-resisting capacity.
55.	Form Dictated by Stress.   Tension.—Suppose that A and
B, Fig. 48, are two surfaces in a machine to be joined by a member
_ subjected to simple tension. What is the proper
|||	_——raj form for the member? The stress in all sec-
^ lions of the member at right angles to the line of application,^/?, of the force will be .the same. Therefore the areas of all such sections should be equal; hence the outlines of the members should be straight lines parallel to AB. The distance of the material from the axis AB has no effect on its ability to resist tension. Therefore there is nothing in the character of the stress that indicates the form of the cross-section of the member. The form most cheaply produced, both in the rolling mill and the machine-shop, is. the cylindrical form. Economy, therefore, dictates the circular cross-section. After the required area necessary for safely resisting the stress is determined, it is only necessary to find the corresponding diameter, and it will be the diameter of all sections of the required member if they are made circular. Sometimes in order to get a more harmonious design, it is necessary to make the tension member just considered of rectangular cross-section, and this is allowable although it almost always costs more. The thin, wide rectangular section should be avoided, however, because of the difficulty of insuring a uniform distribution of stress. A unit stress might result from this at one edge greater than the strength of the material, and the piece would yield by tearing, although the average stress might not have exceeded a safe value.
56.	Compression. -If the stress be  compression  instead of
tension, the same considerations dictate its form as long as it
is a "short block," /.<?., as long as the ratio of length to lateral
dimensions is such that it is sure to yield by crushing instead of

